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Adaptive Decision making is Here!
Our approach to leveraging analytics with an organization's assets helps you 
to see the problems clearly and solve problems differently.
Contact Us to Find Your Adaptability Score
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Why
Adaptive Decision Making?








Success Rate
Traditional analytics will not help you differentiate, or truly optimize your business for success.
Are You Searching For A Better Way To Achieve Sustainability? A Measurable System For Rapid Success?







Decision Making
Are You Searching For A Flexible, Adaptable, And Intelligent Decision Making Tool?

 







Data Analytics
Asking the right question is not enough nor is number-crunching terabytes of data.
Are You Searching For An Analytic Approach That Allows You To Achieve Measurable Success?









 









Of Course You Are!
That's Why We Created An Ecosystem of Adaptive Decision Making.
In order to make strategic decisions, you need to leverage both the knowns and unknowns-and we allow you to do just that.



 











What is Adaptive Decision Making?

Founding Pillars











Analytics Sensors to Increase Your Odds of Winning, Today and Tomorrow
We equip your organization with the analytic sensors that support sustainability in the ever-changing and uncertain world of business.
Know More







Human Learning

+

Machine Learning
Just being data-driven is simply not enough. Blend intuition, human learning, and machine learning to make sound choices.
Know More







Asking The Right Question is not Enough
A structured process designed to generate discriminating knowledge and derive different answers to consistently make major impacts.
Know More
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We Drive Business Impact Through Our
Decision Engineering Process























Contact Our Decision Engineering Team


 












Meet Our Decision Engineering Team
Dextroites are passionate about cracking the toughest codes to solve complex problems, and discovering innovative new opportunities. But let's face it, the proof is in the pudding. Here are the numbers that support our success.













	Decreased marketing spending for a major technology firm by 19.3%, all while effectively increasing revenue.


Integrated offline and online expenses, created blueprint of cross-device customer journey, and generated granular level insights.
The recommended optimized mix outperformed regression based marketing mix modeling and attribution by 2.5x.

	Identified a secondary target audience for CPG company, that increased comparable sales by 4%


I opened the door to new audiences that were previously undetectable through traditional segmentation approaches.
I then built a predictive model to find those customers and optimized the right messaging.

	Increased an e-retailer's sales by an impressive 37%.


Our proprietary cross-device recommendation platform generated incremental sales of 37% for a major e-retailer. We are talking a double-digit sales lift!



	Utilized atypical data to ascertain creditworthiness, opposed to traditional, archaic methods often employed by banks. This resulted in the identification of risks totaling $1.8 million.


Integrated and analyzed 1000s of non-traditional variables including social media data. My model helped mid-size banks find an additional 8% of customers eligible for credit cards and lines of credit.

	Created a proactive proprietary algorithm for a bank to identify fraud and online intrusion in real-time.


Through my AI based, real-time fraud and online intrusion detection algorithms, a major bank saved $1.9mm while reducing false positives by 3x. Challenge me!

	I leveraged human and machine learning to identify why customers do what they do.


What makes us proud? When we generate insights that cannot be detected through traditional approaches.
A client discovered unexpected drivers of purchase and loyalty when I used our unique linkage model on 4000+ variables in seven days.

	Analyzed 10 years of data from historical launches to identify the next product for a CPG firm, which wasn't even on their radar.


I helped a client influence customer behavior through optimizing 250+ product features.



	Delivered time, cost, and stress relieving cloud-based optimization that saved data science teams 1,000s of hours in modeling iterations.


With our API, data scientists can optimize 10,000+ parameters, find signals in the data noise, and build the most optimal model at the speed of light.
The REST API enables optimized models in a wide range of areas including fraud, risk, scenario planning, and anomaly detection.
Through our decision engineering process, data scientists can produce hidden insights and show ROI both faster and cheaper.

	


	





Next Generation SolutionsIndustries We ServeBusiness Problems We Solve





×Integrated offline and online expenses, created blueprint of cross-device customer journey, and generated granular level insights.
The recommended optimized mix outperformed regression based marketing mix modeling and attribution by 2.5x.


×I opened the door to new audiences that were previously undetectable through traditional segmentation approaches.
I then built a predictive model to find those customers and optimized the right messaging.


×Our proprietary cross-device recommendation platform generated incremental sales of 37% for a major e-retailer. We are talking a double-digit sales lift!


×Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.


×Integrated and analyzed 1000s of non-traditional variables including social media data. My model helped mid-size banks find an additional 8% of customers eligible for credit cards and lines of credit.


×Through my AI based, real-time fraud and online intrusion detection algorithms, a major bank saved $1.9mm while reducing false positives by 3x. Challenge me!


×What makes us proud? When we generate insights that cannot be detected through traditional approaches.
A client discovered unexpected drivers of purchase and loyalty when I used our unique linkage model on 4000+ variables in seven days.


×I helped a client influence customer behavior through optimizing 250+ product features.


×With our API, data scientists can optimize 10,000+ parameters, find signals in the data noise, and build the most optimal model at the speed of light.
The REST API enables optimized models in a wide range of areas including fraud, risk, scenario planning, and anomaly detection.
Through our decision engineering process, data scientists can produce hidden insights and show ROI both faster and cheaper.
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